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Abstract—Introduced a practical reconfigurable FIR filter 
system. According to the filter specialties, the filter 
coefficients are calculated by the computer. And the 
configured coefficients of the multistage FIR filter are 
downloaded to the chip. The filtering computing is 
completed by the FPGA. All these make virtual value of 
voltage and current more accurate and steady, so reseach on 
FIR filter Algorithms is the emphases and difficulty. The 
performance testing and application examples are given to 
verify this system. 
 
Index Terms—finite impulse response digital filter, 
reconfigurable coefficient, Data-sampling 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In digital signal processing, digital filter occupies a 
very important role, which involves a very wide area, 
such as communication systems, system control, 
biomedical engineering, mechanical vibration, remote 
sensing, geological exploration, aerospace, power 
systems, fault detection, automated instruments. In order 
to improve immediacy and flexibility, now many 
universities and research institutes are using FPGA to 
realize FIR filters design. In an integrated view, 
multiplier structures and distributed algorithms are 
commonly used. A common problem of filter design is 
that filter coefficients cannot be adjusted dynamically 
according to the characteristics of signal that is to be 
filtered, which means that filters can only complete 
filtering work with singular characteristics, thus 
technological superiorities[1-3] of digital filters such as 
adjustability and flexibility cannot be fully brought into 
play. Based on this, this text designed an 
FPGA-USB2.0-computer FIR digital filter system, 
combining the rapidity of FPGA with the flexibility of 
computers organically through the USB2.0 bus to realize 
the acquisition[4-8], filtering and display of signals. And 
the filter coefficients can also be dynamically adjusted to 
adapt to different filtered signals. 

The quality of digital filter has a great influence on 
related engineering and technical fields. A good digital 
filter will be effective in promoting technological 
transformation and subject development of many 
technical fields. Therefore, working on the principle of 
the digital filter, hardware structure and ways of 

implementation of research is quite meaningful. 
With the development of programmable logic devices 

and EDA technologies[8-15], FPGA can meet the needs of 
miniaturization of electronic systems, low-power, 
high-reliability , and short development cycle, low 
software development investment, and lower and lower 
chip prices, therefore FPGA is more and more chosen by 
the market, especially applied in low-volume, 
multi-species products. And the FPGA devices are of 
hardware parallel organization, and the parallel iterative 
algorithm of digital filters is very suitable for FPGA to 
achieve. Nowadays, many universities and research 
institutes are using FPGA to implement FIR filters design. 
In general multiplier structures and distributed algorithms 
structure are commonly used. 

II. FIR DIGITAL FILTERS 

For FIR filters, the system unit impulse response h (n) 
is non-zero in a finite number of values n; System 
function H (z) is convergent at |z|>0, and it only has zero 
point while |z|>0; there are only zero points finite z-plane, 
and all poles are at z = 0(causal systems); And the 
structure is primarily non-recursive structure, and there is 
no output-to-input feedback[15-18]. 

Suppose the unit impulse response h (n) of FIR filters 
is an N-point sequence, 0≤n≤ N-1, and the filter system 
function is as follows: 
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That is, it has (N-1)-fold pole at z = 0, and there are 
(N-1) zero points at any location of finite z plane. 

Linear phase of FIR filter is very important. Because 
both the data transmission and image processing require a 
system with linear phase, while for FIR filter, the impulse 
response is finite, which may be made to strict linear 
phase. 

If the unit impulse response h (n) of FIR filter is a real 
number, 0 ≤ n ≤ N-1, and meets the following conditions: 

even symmetry:   

 ( ) ( )nNhnh −−= 1            (2) 

odd symmetry:  

 ( ) ( )nNhnh −−−= 1            (3) 

In other words, the symmetric center n=(N-1)/2 which 
means this kind of FIR filters has a strict linear phase. 
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When N is odd 
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Of which, "+" in square brackets indicates h (n) is even 
symmetric, and "-" indicates h (n) was odd symmetry. 
When h (n) is odd symmetry, there must be h [(N-1) / 2] 
= 0 (see equation (3)). The flow graph of the direct 
structure of FIR filter with linear phase can be drawn 
from equation (4) when N is odd, shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1 The direct structure of the linear FIR filter (N is odd) 

 
When N is even 
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Of which, "+" in square brackets indicates h (n) is even 
symmetric, and "-" indicates h(n) was odd symmetry. The 
flow graph of the direct structure of FIR filter with linear 
phase can be drawn from equation (5) when N is even, 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 The direct structure of the linear FIR filter (N is even) 

 

III. DEFECT PROCESSING ALGORITHM 

The system adopted in this paper is Quartus II, which 
provide a fully integrated designing environment with no 
confinement of the structure. It enables the easy design 
inputting, fast processing and device programming for a 
series of Altera products. The internationally used VHDL 
language is used to design most logic modules. 
VHDL(Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware 
Description Language), has been the industry standard for 
the description, modeling and comprehension for the 
electronic system. It possess a strong language structure 
which make it possible to use the simple and clean code 
to design a complex controlling logic. It possess a 
multi-level designing description function .It is supportive 
of design library and capable of generating reusable 

components. 

A. A/D Controlling Unit 
The A/D controlling unit is FPGA design is used to 

provide the controlling signal for the A/D acquisition 
module. From the above introduction of A/D conversion 
circuit, we know that AD9203 needs a clock impulse for 
the pin CLK and controlling signals for pin STBY and 
3-STATE. 

The Quartus II 6.0 assigns the pins to the I/O ports of 
FPGA, and get to AD9203 through connectors. Some 
notices should be given to the assignment: first , try to 
avoid the assigning the special I/O to the input output pin 
of the designed circuit. Second is to take the practical 
PCB layout and alignment into account. 

The specific configuration is as follows: 
(1) assign the 4MHz clock generated by PLL to pin 

131 
(2)set the STBY low power, normal mode, and assign 

to pin 125. 
(3) set the 3-STATE low power, normal output mode, 

and assign it to pin 127. 
All the pins are set for output , and are linked to CLK, 

STBY, and 3-STATE in AD9203 through the connectors. 
In order to extract the defect information, there needs 

to be a reference power level under which is thought to be 
the defect. The halogen light source fluctuations and the 
uneven thickness of the detected film can result in the 
amplitude change in the output signal. Therefore, the 
threshold should be able to adjust itself dynamically 
according to the CCD output signal. In this paper, the 75% 
of the power level of the former line CCD output signal is 
used as the threshold of the next line output signal, known 
as the pipeline designing method. 

2048 data are sampled in each line under the sampling 
frequency of 4MHz. However, the accurate computing of 
the average of the 2048 data requires 2047 adders which 
can take up most of the FPGA resources, thus making it 
very difficult to perform in practice. The practical 
approach is to compute the average of the CCD output 
signal by sampling under the premise of accurate 
dynamic threshold. The specific approach is to compute 
the sum of the 64 sampled data uniformly spaced among 
the 2048 data. Then realize the function through VHDL 
programming with the threshold obtained as the 75% of 
the average. 

Based on the above analysis, first of all we need to 
calculate the sum of the 64 data, the processing of which 
meets the demands of the unilateral lines. The design is 
quite simple due to the same operating times of the 
former level and the next level adders. 

The specific approach is as follows: firstly uniformly 
extract the data according to the counter 2, then divide the 
data into 8 groups, each of which has 8 data. Through the 
eight-way data selector, the 8 data will be sent to the 
adder array to be computed to get the sum S1.By this 
analogy, we can easily obtain S2, S3, …, S8. Then again S1, 
S2, S3, …, S8 are sent to the adder array 2 to be computed 
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